Postmortem molecular screening for mutations in ryanodine receptor type 1 (RYR1) gene in psychiatric patients suspected of having died of neuroleptic malignant syndrome.
Postmortem diagnosis of neuroleptic malignant syndrome (NMS) is difficult to perform, because the clinical symptoms just before death are not usually available. Malignant hyperthermia (MH) is a catastrophic, life-threatening hypermetabolic syndrome triggered by certain anesthetics. Ryanodine receptor type 1 (RYR1) gene mutations are known to be involved in susceptibility to MH. Similarities in clinical features, such as elevated body temperature, between NMS and MH have led to the suggestion that NMS is a neurogenic form of MH. In this study, we analyzed possible mutations of the RYR1 gene in 11 psychiatric patients suspected at autopsy to have died of NMS. All cases were suspected of having elevated body temperature at death, and their causes of death could not be determined by autopsy examinations. Two mutations (R4645Q and A612T) in the RYR1 gene were identified. The R4645Q mutation has previously been reported in MH patients, but five heterozygous mutations were also found in 400 Japanese control alleles. The other mutation was novel, and was not found in the same control alleles. The results of this study provide the first successful identification of RYR1 mutations in psychiatric patients suspected at autopsy of having died of NMS. However, the association between RYR1 gene mutations and cause of death in psychiatric patients suspected of dying of NMS remains unclear.